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 levels. Following a popular dictum modified by R. T.

 T. Forman to think globally, plan regionally, and act

 locally, it may be worthwhile to consider further refin-

 ing these recommended guidelines and actions so that

 they could apply more specifically at regional and local

 levels.

 Another way this effort seeks to evade the perils of

 making the objective normative occurs in resting on

 an accurate but oversimplified representation of Amer-

 ican land-use institutions. The form and relationships

 of these institutions are described with the implicit pre-

 sumption that human land use is essentially an enter-

 prise of free choice. All the normative obligations may

 be understood to rest with the interaction of owners

 and government, to be informed to a good path by

 science. If this is so, and science is largely free of

 normative content, then why bother offering ecological

 land-use principles? Prescriptive norms come from a

 sophisticated dialogue between values and facts, not

 an evasion of values. Beyond operating at smaller spa-

 tial extents, such as the regional extents suggested

 above, what qualities might a more satisfying charac-

 terization of land-use planning contain?

 A useful, deeper understanding of land-use processes

 would be more objective and akin to ecology. Land-

 use decisions are processes by which agents who have

 power over places seek to optimize the distribution of

 costs and benefits in time, space, and among other

 agents to their own advantage (Plotkin 1987). Land

 agents are heavily constrained by history, trajectories

 of landscape patterns, by markets, by laws, by cultural

 attitudes, by technology, by politics, by personal per-

 ceptions and the inertia attendant to all of these. The

 measure of costs and benefits and thereby land-use

 choices is on the margin and subjective, but affected

 by complex systems of intersubjective accountability

 among agents across time and space. Ecological guide-

 lines will find easier conceptual docking ports-and

 thus become more relevant to these choice-making pro-

 cesses-if they too operate on the margin and offer

 measures of value that compute inside those decision-

 making interactions. This is especially difficult because

 the adaptive evolutionary processes of land-use change

 and accountability have in recent history been con-

 strained by different time and space scales than those

 of ecosystems.

 The third way of evading the perils of normative

 science lies in proposing guidelines for land use that

 fail this test of relevance to land-use choices. The

 guidelines are good rules of thumb and reflect ecolog-

 ical ideas we believe every land agent should under-

 stand (Christensen 1996). But given current institu-

 tional structures, do they offer a better legal device for

 empowering ecological interests than having endan-

 gered species act as proxies for ecosystems? And, do

 they tell decision makers, on the margin, just how im-

 portant or valuable it is to save this patch of habitat,

 prevent that nonnative specie from spreading over some

 few hectares, save this single habitat connection or

 large area, avoid the depletion of these few ecological

 resources, or just how effective some particular miti-

 gation of ecological damage is (Rapport et al. 1998)?

 Without such valuations, however incomplete, con-

 tingent, or uncertain, ecological values will most often

 lose to those for which markets, laws, local control,

 and culture provide measures in comparable currencies

 of value through systems of interaction and account-

 ability. Ecological values will remain costs to be dis-

 tributed widely in space, time, and among other people

 in exchange for more immediate and concentrated ben-

 efits to private landowners, nearby communities, or to

 the interests having strong influence upon land-con-

 version decisions. Providing the theoretical and em-

 pirical basis for such marginal evaluations of ecological

 worth may require considerable advances in accepted

 ecological science and philosophy (Rolston 1994).

 Meanwhile, an exploration of just what such evalua-

 tions would need to respond to might be helpful. One

 such concern is the relation between land conversion

 and the production of wealth.

 LAND CONVERSION AND THE PRODUCTION OF

 WEALTH

 Converting land from one cover type to another is

 a fundamental way to produce wealth in free-market

 economies. The quote from Arendt (1996) at the be-

 ginning of these comments speaks to some of the ways

 we institutionalize these wealth-producing cultural

 processes at local levels in the United States. To il-

 lustrate this wealth-producing effect, we offer here

 some representative per hectare dollar values (1999

 U.S. dollars) from western Oregon's southern Willam-

 ette River Basin for various land cover types (Table

 1). Comparable average values will likely vary in oth-

 er regions of the country and can be obtained from

 local realtors, land developers, and the classified sec-

 tion of regional newspapers. While these figures can

 range within a given cover type due to variations in

 the qualities of land, homes, and commercial or in-

 dustrial uses, they are indicative of rates of value

 change between cover types over the past decade in

 the southern Willamette Basin.

 It should be stated clearly that there are significant

 costs incurred in accomplishing these land conver-

 sions. The provision of urban services and infrastruc-

 ture is a source of many jobs, both directly and in-

 directly, in urban areas. However, the number of hect-

 ares undergoing such conversion nationally provides

 compelling evidence that there are sufficiently pow-

 erful incentives at work propelling people and insti-
 tutions in the United States to absorb these costs. Prof-

 it is one such incentive. Figures from the ESA report

 tally 5.3 x 106 ha being converted in the United States

 from forest, cropland, pasture, and range uses into
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 TABLE 1. Comparison of valuation of land cover types in the southern Willamette River Basin (western Oregon, USA),
 illustrating the wealth-producing effects of converting land from one cover type to another.

 Cover type Value/ha (U.S. $)t Multiplier-t

 Dryland agriculture -$5000

 Irrigated agriculture -$10 000 2x

 Land prepared for homes (i.e. provided with sewer, water, power, roads,
 sidewalks, streetlights, fire hydrants, etc, but not yet homes -$296 000 59X

 Land with 10 single-family detached homes (fully serviced) -$1 265000 253X
 Land with commercial uses (fully serviced) -$1 551 000-2 761 000 310-552X
 Land with industrial uses (fully serviced) -$1 949 000-12674 000 390-2535X

 tIn 1999 U.S. dollars, rounded to the nearest $1000.
 -t Compared to dryland (unirrigated) agriculture.

 urban uses between 1982 and 1992. For discussion

 purposes, using assumptions of $5000/ha value before

 conversion and an area-weighted average based on

 typical metropolitan proportions in the Willamette

 River Basin of land in residential (56% of total urban

 area), commercial (16%) and industrial (8%) uses,

 with the balance being roads and vegetated open

 space, this places the average value of these converted

 lands, without subtracting the costs of making the im-

 provements, at -$590 000/ha. This value, times the

 number of hectares converted nationally between

 1982 and 1992 equals >$3.1 X 1012.

 The institutional processes and procedures that have

 been erected at local levels to manage land conserva-

 tion and development are fueled by this wealth. They

 are well developed and deeply ingrained. There is a

 strong and direct connection between this wealth and

 the quality of social services (schools, park and rec-

 reational facilities, libraries, police/fire protection,

 sewer and water treatment, transportation systems, etc.)

 provided in communities. This is the edifice in which,

 as stated previously, ecological values will remain

 costs to be distributed and externalized to others in

 exchange for more immediate, monetizable benefits.

 Ironically, in many urban areas it is precisely the wealth

 produced from land development that funds ecological-

 restoration efforts.

 It is in this arena of wealth-motivated land-conver-

 sion decisions that we find ourselves, attempting to

 follow through on the ESA Committee's guideline to

 ". . . implement land use and management practices

 that are compatible with the natural potential of the

 area." When faced with the wealth-production possi-

 bilities indicated by the thumbnail sketch of converted-

 land values from the Willamette Basin, the challenge

 to ecological science and planning is to make an equal-

 ly compelling case for the marginal value of foregoing

 the short-term gain to sustain the ecological processes,

 structures, and functions over the long term. The tools

 at hand for pragmatically combining ecological science

 and land-use planning are in early stages of refinement,

 but they are promising (Schoonenboom 1995, Steinitz

 et al. 1996, Nassauer 1997). These tools are neither

 pervasive nor deeply ingrained in our decision-making

 processes. Their application requires a careful attention

 to the ecological and institutional particularities of

 place. Their refinement and dissemination would ben-

 efit from a national program of coordinated regional/

 local test beds in which their merits could be compared

 and contrasted in more systematic ways. We conclude

 by considering the audiences for the ESA principles,

 guidelines, and actions at national, regional, and local

 levels.

 ON USE AND AUDIENCE

 If successful, the ESA white paper (Dale et al. 2000)

 will be a focus of discussion and debate. Its authors

 are to be commended for undertaking the task. As is

 reasonable for an organization such as ESA, the white

 paper is national in scope. At this national level, likely

 audiences are ESA's sibling organizations for allied

 professions: the American Planning Association, the

 American Institute of Architects, the American Society

 of Foresters, the American Society of Landscape Ar-

 chitects, the Urban Land Institute, and comparable or-

 ganizations of agronomists, realtors, land developers,

 and others. There are also the land-management agen-

 cies with national purview and non-governmental land-

 conservation organizations with national agendas and

 many others which we do not list.

 At regional levels, the audiences are less obvious. It

 may be that those regional organizations and planning

 authorities that do exist operate at the most appropriate

 spatial extent for adaptive planning and coordinating

 local actions. Johnson et al. (1999), in their text Biore-

 gional Assessments, review a series of regional case

 studies in North America. These offer examples of dif-

 ferent institutional docking ports for the recommen-

 dations made by ecological assessments at regional

 scales. Johnson and Herring argue that the case studies

 to date have largely been assessments of the past, and

 that what is needed are anticipatory assessments, which

 look forward in time and explore the ecological im-

 plications of plausible future land-use and management

 possibilities. Such approaches offer the ability to see,

 side by side, the comparative advantages and disad-

 vantages of various, specific land-use options. It may

 require the use of multiple currencies to conduct such
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 comparisons (e.g., terrestrial biodiversity, aquatic bio-

 diversity, water consumption rates, land area consumed

 by urbanization, etc.) but if the same set of currencies

 is used to compare across land-use alternatives, then

 progress may be made towards bringing a wider array

 of valuations to bear in making land-use decisions. This

 would be particularly relevant to decisions regarding

 transportation and water-supply systems that transcend

 local extents.

 At the most local levels, the influence of wealth pro-

 duced from land conversion in the short term presents

 a formidable challenge to increasing the influence of

 the ESA principles, guidelines, and actions. To gain

 traction at this level, the ESA recommendations should

 become more particular to specific places. This should

 be done and we must thank the ESA Committee for a

 helpful first step.
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 A FEDERAL SCIENCE PERSPECTIVE ON LAND USE

 ROSINA BIERBAUM'

 Office of Science and Technology Policy, Wcashington, D.C. 20502 USA

 Gertrude Stein once said "anybody is as their land

 and air is." The people of the United States have a

 very deep connection with their land as individuals and

 as a society. That intimate relationship makes it both

 very important and very difficult to establish scientific

 principles that will help inform land use and manage-

 ment decisions. Land-use issues provide one of the

 major arenas in which ecosystem concerns often clash

 with human wants and desires. I applaud ESA for this

 contribution (Dale et al. 2000) and hope that it will

 encourage more Society members and other scientists

 to rise to the challenge of assisting individuals, com-

 munities, and policy makers in dealing with land-use

 issues.

 At the turn of the last century, more than a hundred

 years into the Industrial Revolution, the global popu-

 lation stood at only about 1.6 billion (1.6 X 109) people.

 In 1999, we reached a new population milestone. Six

 billion of us are now sharing the planet, with the last

 billion added in only 12 yr. While global population

 has more than tripled over the last century, human ex-

 pectations have also risen constantly. As a result, con-

 sumption of natural resources by the industrialized

 world has also risen to heights undreamed of even a

 few decades ago, with attendant changes to the bio-

 sphere. In just a geological instant in time, the world

 has gone from being "wild" to one in which humans

 Manuscript received 19 July 1999.
 For reprints of this Forum, see footnote 1, p. 671.
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